The General Manager
Mount Victoria to Lithgow Alliance
Reply Paid 164
St Leonards NSW 1590
(Your address)
?? October 2012 

Dear Sir,
RE Mount Victoria to Lithgow Upgrade Concept Design and Road Boundaries Report
At two public meetings held in the Hartley School hall, the most recent last Saturday, the entire valley opposed the Concept Plan recently proposed by RMS.  That plan is a disaster for our community. It divides the north from the south; it brings six lanes of traffic (including service roads) where two lanes are sufficient today. It is a proposal for the 2050s.
By then we are assured that the Penrith to Katoomba highway (that has already damaged the community in those villages) will be over-saturated with vehicles and by then a new access way will be needed. The Minister for Transport has made it clear that well before then Bells Line of Road will be at a minimum upgraded, and probably turned into the highway it should be.
Considering these there is no advantage in turning the Hartley Valley into a highway zone.
Sydney to Marangaroo is 145 km via BLoR+Newnes, but 157 via the Hartley Valley, whichever route is proposed, be it Orange or Purple. That 12 km should be enough to rule out that route.
You have ignored the additional costs in pressing for a route via Mt Victoria that includes the upgrade of the Mt Victoria to Katoomba road to the same standard as the routes on each side of it. 
$2b for the Mt Victoria tunnel etc PLUS about the same to upgrade from Mt Victoria to Katoomba is enough to make an enormous impact on the BLoR+Newnes.
Under these circumstances there is no need to destroy the heart of yet another town, Blackheath, or to destroy the tranquility of this outstanding historic Valley with any more than safety upgrades.
Please put all these proposals aside, concentrate the necessarily small funds needed to make the existing route safer, and put your attention onto Newnes, whether it be by Marangaroo or the more southerly route closer to Lithgow.

Yours faithfully,
(original signed)

